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Hovmöller diagrams, which present anomalies averaged over a longitude, might 
be a powerful tool to predict anomalous blocking situations, or major changes in 
weather patterns. We should learn how to use them in an efficient way. 
Finally, tropical cyclone activity in the south-west Pacific Ocean has proven to be 
very sensitive to the Madden-Julian Oscillation, and a statistical model has just 
been developed (Leroy, 2004) which shows good skill at least for Week 2.
All these new products should enable us to extract some valuable 
information for the second week, at least for a certain category of 
users. For sure, more work is to come for tropical forecasters !

Perspectives: go for a week 2 forecast !



Is is worth the trouble ?        Back in 2006…
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Methodology: illustration



The tropical atmosphere is more predictable                      at 
subseasonal range than the extratropics

Like for seasonal range, but not for the same reason :

Falko Judt, 2019: Atmospheric Predictability of the Tropics, Middle Latitudes, and Polar Regions 
Explored through Global Storm-Resolving Simulations :

● The tropical atmosphere has longer predictability than the extratropical 
atmosphere

● The relatively long predictability of equatorial waves provides an explanation 
for why the tropics have longer predictability than the extratropics

concept of potential predictability 
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Waves in the atmosphere: example 

Propagation brings predictability
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Moron et Robertson, 
2020: Tropical rainfall 
subseasonal-to-seasona
l predictability types

But… not all tropical climates are equally predictable 
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Skill of numerical models to predict the risk of tropical cyclones

● S2S models better simulate the influence of MJO wind signal on TC frequency 
than they simulate the influence of the MJO convection signal.

● Generally speaking, the S2S models are more skillful in predicting TC 
occurrence during favorable Madden–Julian oscillation phases.

● favorable MJO phases are associated with better forecasting skills for 
predicting total TC occurrence.

● winds generated by the S2S models are around 50 kt.
● Among the six models examined here, the ECMWF model has the best 

performance (Fig. 3). It is skillful in predicting TC occurrence up to 4 weeks in 
all TC basins, except in the NI where the model is skillful up to week 3.



The testbed methodology is built around the principles of coproduction …    
Each operational Met. Service is working with a small number of forecast users and scientists to 
design, produce, evaluate, and develop operational forecast products to support 
decision-making in the user’s particular application

Linking research to operations (R2O) through testbeds 



On the use of testbeds…it started with Jacob Bjerknes in 1917

Vilhelm Bjerknes left wartime Germany and arrived in 
Bergen in the summer of 1917 with two young assistants, 
Jack Bjerknes and Halvor Solberg. He realized that he 
would not have in Bergen the resources for a theoretical 
attack on the problem of weather prognosis and planned 
instead a push toward practical weather 
forecasting by offering a special summer 
forecasting service for agriculture…
…From the improved data network in Norway, however, Jack 
could again identify convergence lines of the type he had 
studied in Leipzig, as they moved along the Norwegian coast. 
Moreover, he discovered that these convergence lines, 
which were later termed fronts, were connected with 
cyclones in characteristic manner. In a paper (“On the 
Structure of Moving Cyclones”) written in the fall of 1918 
before he was twenty-one, he presented his famous frontal 
cyclone model 



Concepts and methodology

● A seamless approach 
○ to document the state of the atmosphere and the ocean through a continuity of scales from 

the seasonal to the synoptic scale and even to the mesoscale convective scale

● An meteorological object-based approach
○ enables to follow in space and time; example: a wet anomaly or a cyclonic gyre 

● Develop and exploit parameters that have better predictability than rainfall
○ Ex: Precipitable water instead of rainfall, velocity potential (divergent part of the flow) 

● Using anomaly fields but also total fields
○ Total fields help recognize climatological objects like ITCZ, monsoon trough, onset of the 

monsoonal flow, etc.

● Using a multi-model approach 



Following meteorological objects at a large time-space scale

basin scale, within a 3- week window



Several scales on the same weather map

total fields:

➔ wind 925hPa
➔ mslp
➔ Moisture content 500hPa 

(wet bulb potential temp.)



Following meteorological objects on a satellite picture



Object-based approach 



The Madden-Julian oscillation

Authors: Jon Gottschalck, 
Vernon Kousky, Wayne Higgins, 
and Michelle L’Heureux



synthesis MJO + eq.waves: table and schematic  



Composite charts anomalies from MJO

Wet season



Dry season anomalies from MJO

Dry season



Is there an agreement between numerical output 
and anomalies expected from the MJO ? 



MJO 1

MJO 2

Precip IMERG 10W-10E

2 pre-monsoon wet spells       
fit with VP200 very well

1st event was much more 
efficient

 Why ? 

What can distinguish a MJO event from another ? 

Precip Bouake, Ivory Coast



ONLINE TRAINING WORKSHOP ON SUBSEASONAL TO SEASONAL (S2S) PREDICTION OF 
MONSOONS

Ano PW > 0

Ano PW < 0



TC outbreaks versus VP200 in the southwest Pacific Ocean
+ TC Seroja,      
TC Odette



Total field is needed

Total wind 850 hPa

Monsoon trough 

144h 

432h, valid 9 Apr 

Total field makes the link with the weather type 
approach and thus the synoptic scale

Weather 
type

432h 



Multi-model approach

Week 2







The MJO and CCEW are 
the ones who pull the 
strings 

At subseasonal range, 
numerical models predict 
the behaviour of the artists 
better than the one of the 
puppets

Take-away messages



Take-away message

● Testbeds are a powerful tool for the transfer of research to operations 

● A human intervention adds value in the process of delivering 
user-oriented meteorological information, at least for certain categories 
of users.

○ in exploiting/extracting the best of numerical prediction and physical 
conceptual models

○ in accompanying the model outputs through comprehensive words 
for decision-making

● Weather forecasters and climatologists (seasonal forecasters) should 
work together

gran mersi, oplesir mi romersi azot


